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BlackRock's iShares investment strategy in the Americas, December thanks to the recent CPI numbers, Gargi Chaudhuri, head of hiking interest rates, but at a slower pace depending on how the economy
This comes as the Federal Reserve signaled recently that it plans to keep
numbers.
stocks soared last week as investors welcomed the latest inflation
However, consumer prices are still rising quickly by historical standards, with
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month was 8.2%.
This was the lowest annual inflation reading since January, a sign that
expected at 7.7% for the year ending in October, the Labor Department
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FINANCE IN FOCUS
A full calendar of events can be found at the bottom of this e-mail.

THE WEEK AHEAD
In the stock market news today:

Market participants will have their hands full this week with a bevy of reports.

First up, the October Retail Sales report will be a key indicator of consumer spending
Secondly, we’ll have a blast of retailer earnings this week, including

As those and other reports are released, the October Retail Sales report will

In addition this week, we will have a blitz of retailer earnings. Among them

Finally, over the weekend, we learned Democrats have retained control of

cybersecurity spending. Chip watchers will turn to quarterly results from

Outside of retail, earnings and guidance from

be published, providing a handy yardstick to help identify which retailers are

After that report was published, Changpeng Zhao, CEO of rival exchange

After that report was published, Changpeng Zhao, CEO of rival exchange

Zhao and SBF then struck a deal for Binance to acquire the non-U.S. branch

The exchange saw billion dollars’ worth of withdrawals from investors after

than some of the other crypto winter events that we’ve digested over the

Today?...the answer appears below.

Your answer: _____

Doesn’t Signal the End of Crypto
Reaching Consequences, But It

The FTX Saga Will Have Far-

months most of the negative impact from the FTX collapse will dissipate.”

two-year low below $16,000.

The exchange saw billion dollars’ worth of withdrawals from investors after

of FTX, which was seen as a promise to bail out FTX to prevent a larger

Zhao and SBF then struck a deal for Binance to acquire the non-U.S. branch

dollars’ worth of FTT, FTX’s native token.

The exchange saw billion dollars’ worth of withdrawals from investors after

report that SBF’s other crypto trading firm, Alameda Research,

that SBF’s other crypto trading firm, Alameda Research,

of FTX, founded by CEO Sam Bankman-Fried SBF in 2019 and one of the

FTX, founded by CEO Sam Bankman-Fried SBF in 2019 and one of the

What to know about the FTX crash and what it means for crypto investors

One of the biggest stories this week was
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